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Abstract

A ‘‘building code’’ for preference measurement is needed in a world in which many expressions of
preference are constructed when people are asked a valuation question. Construction of preferences

Ž .means that preference measurement is best viewed as architecture building a set of values rather than
Ž .as archaeology uncovering existing values . We describe potential faults in the process of preference

Ž .construction, offer guidelines for measuring constructed preferences a ‘‘building code’’ to mitigate
Žthese faults, and discuss how the code must be sensitive to the purpose of the valuation design vs.

.prediction .
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Introduction

Imagine that you are a member of a management team at the Environmental
Ž .Protection Agency EPA charged with allocating scarce resources to alternative

environmental management interventions. As part of your efforts, you need to
establish the value of potential natural resource benefits achieved from different
proposed interventions. To help in that valuation exercise you seek information
about public values for different levels of these natural resources; obtaining citizen

Žinputs is a natural extension of the principles of democratic governance see
Ž . .Gregory et al. 1997 for a discussion of this position . One method that you

consider for getting such information about public values is to conduct a contin-
Ž .gent valuation CV study of peoples’ preferences for different levels of an

Ženvironmental resource for a general review of CV studies, see Mitchell and
.Carson, 1989 . Those expressions of preferences will be used as inputs to design

and select among alternative environmental management interventions.
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Alternatively, imagine that you are the marketing manager for a new product
and have been asked to generate a prediction regarding the likely sales of that
product. The need to make such predictions is becoming both more important and
more difficult because of rapid changes in technology and shortened product lives.
You consider asking a sample of consumers to express their preference for your
product in comparison to other competitor products that are, or might be, in the
marketplace. Those expressions of preference will be used to predict future sales of
your product.

How the EPA administrator or market manager approaches the measurement of
preferences depends on the assumptions made about those preferences. One
common viewpoint is that well-defined preferences exist for most objects, and

Ž .therefore the task is to uncover reveal those preferences. Gregory, Lichtenstein,
Ž .and Slovic 1993 have likened this task to an archaeological project, i.e., uncover-

ing values that may be hidden but are assumed to exist. An alternative viewpoint is
that preferences are generally constructed}not revealed}at the time a valuation
question is asked. The measurement of constructive preferences is then more like a
form of architecture, i.e., building a sturdy and ‘‘defensible’’ value or set of values,

Ž . 1than archaeology Gregory et al., 1993 . We argue below that a constructive view
of preference expression requires a fundamentally different approach to the
measurement of preferences than that implied by the view of preference expression
as revealing well-defined values. That is, it matters greatly whether preference
measurement is seen as a form of archaeology, uncovering values that are already
there, or as a form of architecture, building some defensible set of values.

We believe that enough knowledge has been gained about decision processes to
Ž .begin to develop a set of guidelines a ‘‘building code’’ for measuring constructed

Ž .preferences. These building code guidelines should help avoid or at least mitigate
some of the common faults that can occur in preference construction. In illustrat-
ing the development of such a code, we consider both the nature of the informa-

Ž .tion that might be provided to the decision maker the construction materials and
Ž .useful tools for thinking the construction procedures . We also consider how these

‘‘building code’’ guidelines should vary depending upon whether the purpose of the
Ž . Ž .exercise is to guide design future decisions e.g., the EPA manager’s task or is to

Ž .predict individuals’ future responses e.g., the marketing manager’s task .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we briefly discuss the

two perspectives on preferences. Then we consider how to define a well-con-
structed preference and principles for good preference construction. Next we
discuss the stages of constructing a preference, outline the types of ‘‘faults’’ that
are likely to occur in each stage, and provide guidelines for measuring constructed
preferences that seek to mitigate these common faults at each stage. We initially
focus on design tasks and then consider prediction situations. Finally, we discuss
when our suggested remedies are most likely to be needed and provide some words
of caution about developing a ‘‘building code’’ for measuring constructed prefer-
ences.
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1. Expressions of preference

1.1. Stable, coherent, and known preferences

Although it is clear that economists vary in terms of the degree to which they
Ž .believe well-defined preferences exist McFadden, 1999 , a common assumption in

Žeconomics is that ‘‘each individual has stable and coherent preferences’’ Rabin,
.1998, p. 11 . In addition, it is often assumed that ‘‘people know their preferences’’

Ž .Freeman, 1993, p. 7 , that they have the ability or skill in computation to identify
Ž .calculate the option that maximizes received value, and that they will choose
accordingly.

Under such assumptions, the task involved in a valuation exercise is to uncover
Ž .reveal these well-defined, pre-existing preferences. However, there can be great
difficulties in uncovering even such pre-existing values. For example, a key problem
is to be sure that the good to be valued has been defined properly, so that the

Ž .‘‘right’’ preferences are being uncovered. Mitchell and Carson 1989 provide an
impressive list of the potential biases that may result when the respondent in a
valuation study views the good in a way that was not intended by the researcher
Ž .sometimes called the problem of ‘‘scenario misspecification’’ . The researcher
must also attempt to design the valuation study so that the respondent is motivated

Žto research his or her preferences and respond truthfully i.e., not strategically
.misrepresent his or her preferences .

This approach to preference measurement, which assumes a decision maker with
existing, well-defined preferences, has contributed greatly to the prediction and
understanding of decisions. However, an increasing number of researchers believe
that the assumption of well-articulated preferences is tenable only when people are
familiar and experienced with the preference object, and that an alternative,
constructive view of preferences is needed in most situations.2

1.2. Constructï e preferences

.Two major tenets of the constructive perspective on preferences are that 1
expressions of preference are generally constructed at the time the valuation

.question is asked and 2 the construction process will be shaped by the interaction
between the properties of the human information processing system and the

Ž .properties of the decision task Payne, Bettman, and Johnson, 1992; Slovic, 1995 ,
leading to highly contingent decision behavior. That is, we assume that people do
not have existing well-defined values for many objects; in addition, when asked a
valuation question, they will selectively use information that is part of the immedi-
ate task description, as well as information that is drawn selectively from memory,
to construct a response on the spot. The constructive view also asserts that
preferences are not necessarily generated by applying some invariant process such

Ž .as expected utility maximization; instead, a wide variety of heuristics strategies
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Ž .may be used in constructing a preferential response Simon, 1955 . Individuals may
construct preferences because they lack the cognitive resources needed to compute

Ž .and store well-defined preferences for many situations March, 1978 or because
they bring multiple, potentially conflicting processing goals to a decision problem
Že.g., maximizing accuracy, minimizing effort, minimizing negative emotion, or

. 3maximizing ease of justification; see Bettman, Luce, and Payne, 1998 .
The constructive viewpoint does not necessarily mean that there is no ‘‘true’’

Žvalue to be measured. Expressed preferences measured values for decision ob-
.jects , in our view, generally reflect both a decision maker’s basic values for

Ž .highlighted attributes e.g., more money is preferred to less and the particular
Ž .contingent heuristics or processing strategies used to combine information selec-
tively in order to construct the required response to a particular situation. That is,
in addition to random error, expressed preferences include two different sources of
systematic variance}stable values associated with the attributes of the object
being evaluated that are relatively constant across situations and a situation-specific
component that is the joint effect of the task and context contingencies that are
present. We believe that the situational component will often be large, perhaps
much larger than either the random error or stable value components. The focus of
this paper is on measuring preferences when the situational component is a major
determinant of observed choice and judgment responses.

As suggested above, an important implication of the constructive nature of
Ž .preferences and evidence for such construction is that decisions and decision

processes are highly contingent upon a variety of factors characterizing decision
problems. The major findings from the past two decades of behavioral decision
research support that conclusion. It is beyond the scope of the present paper to
review this evidence in detail; for reviews of the extensive evidence in support of

Žthe constructive view of decision behavior, see Payne, Bettman, and Johnson 1992,
. Ž . Ž . Ž .1993 , Bettman, Luce, and Payne 1998 , Fischhoff 1991 , Slovic 1995 , and

Ž .McFadden 1999 . Instead, we will briefly summarize some of the major conclu-
sions of that research.

Ž .First, choice among options is context or menu dependent; the relative value of
an option depends not only on the characteristics of that option, but also upon

Ž .characteristics of other options in the choice set. As noted by Tversky 1996 , such
context dependence indicates that ‘‘people do not maximize a precomputed prefer-

Ž .ence order, but construct their choices in light of the available options’’ p. 17 .
Second, preference among options also depends upon how the valuation question
is asked; strategically equivalent methods for eliciting preferences can lead to
systematically different preference orderings. Preference reversals due to response

Žmode persist even in the face of substantial monetary incentives see Grether and
.Plott, 1979 . Third, choice among options depends upon how the choice set is
Ž .represented framed or displayed, even when the representations would be re-

garded as equivalent by the decision maker upon reflection. As noted by Kahne-
Ž .man, Ritov, and Schkade 1999 , ‘‘framing effects violate a condition of extension-

Ž .ality Arrow, 1982 , which is commonly taken for granted in economic analyses of
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Ž .preference’’ p. 206 . Finally, the process used to make a choice depends on the
Ž .complexity of the decision task; the use of simple heuristic decision processes

increases with task complexity. Thus, people construct preferences using a variety
Ž .of methods strategies , with such usage contingent upon characteristics of the

choice problem.
Clearly not all expressions of preference are constructed at the time the

valuation question is asked; at times the expression of values reflects a reference to
a well-defined value in memory. However, expressed preferences are likely to be
constructed in a wide variety of situations in which we are interested in preference
measurement. Therefore, a ‘‘building code’’ for measuring constructed preferences
is likely to be widely applicable. We provide a more extensive discussion of the
conditions leading to constructed preferences later in the paper.

In the following sections of the paper we address issues in measuring construc-
tive preferences. Our initial focus is on preference measurement for design
purposes, i.e., tasks similar to those facing the EPA administrator in our example
above. Later in the paper we address assessing preferences for prediction problems
such as those faced by the marketing manager in our example.

In design problems there is no obvious ‘‘correct’’ preference. Therefore, before
we can address the measurement issues inherent in design problems, we first need
to consider criteria for assessing the effectiveness of a preference construction and
principles for good preference construction. Then we consider the process of
preference construction, separating that process into several interrelated stages.
For each stage we examine the possible ‘‘faults’’ in preference construction that
might occur at that stage and suggest how those ‘‘faults’’ may be remedied or
mitigated.

2. Assessing the effectiveness of preference construction

2.1. Defining a well-constructed preference

We believe that it is possible to judge the quality of a preference construction. For
example, people express dismay when they learn that their preference orders vary

Ž .as a function of how the question was asked Tversky, Sattath, and Slovic, 1988 .
People also do not think it is a good idea to violate principles of coherent decision
making such as dominance or transitivity of choices. Beyond coherence in deci-

Ž .sions, we believe that the processes methods leading to an expression of prefer-
ence can, and should, be judged in terms of quality. That is, we accept that ‘‘truth

Ž .ultimately resides in the process’’ of the decision Slovic, 1995, p. 369 . This
tradition of evaluating human reasoning according to standards applied to the
reasoning itself rather than to its conclusions can be traced back at least as far as

ŽSocrates, Aristotle, and Plato. It also has a long tradition in psychology see Baron
Ž . . Ž .1988 for further discussion . Recently, Yankelovich 1991 has also argued that
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mindfulness of the consequences of an opinion should be a key component in
judging the quality of an expressed opinion.

Ž .Sunstein 1990 makes a related argument about the importance of judging the
quality of decision processes in the case of public decisions. He argues that not all
preferences should be treated equally in a democracy and that more weight should
be given to preferences that are reached ‘‘with a full and vivid awareness of
available opportunities, with reference to all relevant information, and without
illegitimate or excessive constraints on the process of preference formation’’
Ž . 4p. 11 .

Obviously, quality must be defined in terms of the goals of a preference
measurement exercise, e.g., measuring values as inputs to a public environmental
protection decision or measuring values as a prediction of future market shares. In
the latter case, the distinction between a better or more poorly constructed
expression of preference may not matter as long as the measured preference
corresponds to actual preferential behaviors such as buying a product. When
measuring preferences for the purpose of designing better public or private
decisions, however, we think that the focus should be on the processes leading to
a well-constructed expression of preference. In part, this reflects the fact that
the processes of preference construction are to some extent, at least, controllable
ex ante.

What characteristics of the construction process should be used to assess
effectiveness? Along with many others, we argue that a well-constructed expression

Žof preference is based on thorough processing of information reason and reflec-
.tion that is transparent and in proportion to the importance of the question at
Žhand e.g., Baron, 1988; Frisch and Clemen, 1994; Janis and Mann, 1977; Slovic,

1995; for an alternative view of the effects of increased thought, see Wilson and
.Schooler, 1991 . Such processing should include consideration of a range of

alternative courses of action, consideration of the full range of objectives to be
fulfilled, thorough consideration of the information most critical to the individual,
the making of tradeoffs, and careful review of responses to detect inconsistencies.
Thus, we argue that an expression of preference based on highly selective use of
information, avoidance of tradeoffs, and which is not endorsed upon reflection is
not well-constructed. Further, we believe that well-constructed expressions of
preference should be sensitive to manipulations that should affect them, given the
purposes of measurement, e.g., the quantity of the good provided, and should be
insensitive to manipulations that should not affect them, e.g., framing effects
Ž Ž .Baron, 1997; Fischhoff, 1997; also see Hammond 1996 for a general discussion of

. 5how one judges the quality of a decision .

2.2. Principles for good preference construction

In the following sections of the paper we suggest some specific tools, procedures,
and tests that might be used to mitigate some of the faults in the construction of
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preferences. In other words, we outline some of the specifications in materials
Ž . Ž .information and procedures construction processes that might make up a
building code for the measurement of preferences. The procedures often involve
greater work in the measurement of preferences, with a focus on doing more tasks

Žwith fewer respondents. This reflects the belief that it is systematic effects e.g., the
.effects of the choice context or complexity rather than random error that have the

greatest impact on most constructed expressions of preference. The procedures
also require a greater sensitivity to the psychology of preference construction in
our measurement efforts, e.g., requiring of people only those types of judgments

Ž .that they can do well Norman, 1988; Kahneman, Schkade, and Sunstein, 1998 .

3. Stages of preference construction, their faults, and proposed remedies

We are far from a complete theory of preferential decision making; however, there
is general agreement that decision processes can usefully be viewed in terms of

Ž .multiple, interacting stages e.g., Hogarth, 1987 . Generally, the stages include the
initial cognitive representation of the decision problem, information acquisition
and interpretation, information combination leading to an evaluation, and an
expression or mapping of that valuation onto a response, e.g., a choice or willing-
ness-to-pay amount.

Next, we briefly describe and discuss the faults and building code implications
for each of these stages. Given space limitations, we only focus on what we believe
are some of the most critical faults and possible remedies. For a summary of major
faults and remedies at each stage, see Figure 1.

3.1. Problem representation

Our thought is controlled by mental models and frames, typically portrayed as
associative networks of concepts interconnected by relationships of varying degrees

Ž .of strength. Key components of a mental model for a decision a decision frame
include the options to be considered, the states of nature to be evaluated, and the
criteria used to measure the relative attractiveness of consequences. In addition, a
decision frame affects both the boundaries one puts on a problem, such as whether

Ž .prior costs outcomes are considered, and the reference points used to code a
Ž .consequence as good or bad Russo and Schoemaker, 1989 .

When individuals construct mental models of a situation, they often make
explicit as little information as possible in order to minimize the cognitive load.
Such mental models affect what information we pay attention to and what we
ignore. In particular, there is often a focusing phenomenon in which thoughts are

Žrestricted to what is explicitly represented in the mental model Legrenzi, Girotto,
.and Johnson-Laird, 1993 . At other times, the focal information will depend on

Ž .past experiences knowledge that an individual brings to the problem. In either
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Figure 1. Faults at stages of the preference construction process and proposed remedies.

case, the highlighting of some elements of a decision problem, while downplaying
others, is very important in the context of a valuation exercise. For example, in
assigning a value to ‘‘air quality,’’ many evaluative dimensions of that concept can
come to mind, e.g., visibility and health effects. Which components of air quality
figure most strongly in the evaluation will depend on the mental frame adopted for
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Ž .the valuation exercise Irwin et al., 1990 . Finally, once a mental model has been
constructed or retrieved that seems to work for the task at hand, people tend not to

Ž .consider alternatives Legrenzi et al., 1993 .
As noted above, we believe that a well-constructed preference should be based

upon consideration of a range of options and those objectives most critical to the
individual. Two major faults related to the problem representation stage concern
failures to meet these standards. First, decision makers often focus on too narrow a

Ž .range of options or objectives often only one ; i.e., they adopt a myopic decision
Ž .frame problem representation . Second, decision makers may use an inappropriate

representation, i.e., they may try to solve the wrong problem using options or
objectives that would not be most critical to them upon reflection.

3.1.1. Myopic decision frames. Although simplification of decision problems is gen-
erally required, given limited information processing capacity, the extent to which
myopic problem representations are adopted is probably the major fault at the
problem representation stage. For instance, people often focus on a single option, a
single objective or attribute, or a single assumed state of the world when reasoning

Ž .about a decision problem Eisenhardt, 1989; Nutt, 1998; Shepard, 1964 . This
focusing is particularly acute when the decision is made under stressful conditions

Žsuch as time pressure or heavy information load e.g., Payne, Bettman, and
.Johnson, 1988 . In the context of our example of the EPA administrator, the recent

ŽNOAA panel on CV studies National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
. Ž1993 highlighted this concern and emphasized being explicit about substitutes i.e.,

.multiple alternative courses of action in well-designed CV studies. We believe that
people generally will not consider alternative goods of the same type as the good

Ž .evaluated unless explicitly reminded; see Baron 1997 for a similar argument.

3.1.2. Remedies for myopic decision frames. Remedies for this decision fault explic-
itly encourage people to think of multiple alternatives, multiple states of nature,
and multiple attributes or objectives. First, it is important to expand the set of
options considered. There should be at least two or more viable options considered
when solving any decision problem if the goal is to make better decisions.

Ž .Bazerman and Neale 1992, p. 69 capture this idea with their advice about house
hunting: ‘‘fall in love with three, not with one.’’ In group decision making, there is a
similar recommendation that each individual in a group be responsible for thinking
of at least two valid solutions to the problem early in the process; this encourages
critical thinking about the decision problem.

Ž .Keeney 1996 suggests making explicit how much money is spent on alternative
public goods in order to encourage people to recognize alternatives in the context
of a valuation of a specific public policy option, e.g., putting money into an
environmental protection project. This technique might be thought of as a ‘‘value’’
ladder in the same way that ‘‘risk’’ ladders have been used to help communicate

Ž .risks to people Smith and Desvousges, 1987 . A related idea in the CV literature is
the use of ‘‘benchmark’’ amounts intended to ‘‘remind respondents that they are
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already paying for many public goods and to provide a general idea of the
Ž .magnitude of those payments’’ Mitchell and Carson, 1989, p. 243 . While there is

an obvious danger that explicit benchmark amounts will provide an anchor for
responses, we believe that the need to encourage consideration of alternative uses
of resources when making decisions argues for making options as explicit as
possible. This is particularly true when it is unlikely that people will retrieve
options from memory in the normal course of solving a novel or complex valuation
problem.

Does increasing the mental availability of options help in valuation? Although
limited in quantity, research suggests that the answer is yes. For example, Baron

Ž .and Greene 1996 found that explicitly reminding people of other goods helped
reduce such problematic valuation effects as the adding up effect, where the value
of good A assessed separately plus the value of good B assessed separately often
exceeds the value of goods A and B when valued together. Another study by

Ž .Posavac, Sanbonmatsu, and Fazio 1997 shows that the consistency between
Ž .attitudes and decisions is higher when alternatives are made salient explicit in the

decision context. This is most important when people are unlikely to generate
Ž .retrieve from memory the complete set of options on their own. Finally, Nutt
Ž .1998 reports that consideration of more than one alternative course of action is
associated with greater success in strategic decision making.

A second recommendation is to encourage consideration of multiple futures,
because it is clear that people often fail to consider multiple uncertain futures
when assessing preferences. One technique which can be used to address this

Ž .problem is scenario generation Schoemaker, 1991 . The focus of most scenario
exercises is not to list all possible futures but to generate at least two, three, or four
different future states of the world so that people will be more cognizant of the
possible range of uncertainties when making decisions.

Third, individuals should develop a multi-attribute problem representation. One
of the basic tools used in decision analysis to help people consider multiple
objectives or attributes when making a decision is the construction of a value tree
Ž .Keeney, 1992 , particularly as an early step in a decision process. A critical issue
related to such a representation of objectives is the distinction between fundamen-

Žtal and means objectives or between fundamental values and proxy values Keeney,
.1992 . Proxy values reflect means to an end and reflect beliefs about the extent to

Žwhich satisfying the proxy value will satisfy more fundamental values. Baron 1997,
.p. 83 suggests that ‘‘the failure to make respondents consult their fundamental

values seriously may be the largest source of error in valuation of natural
resources, as practiced.’’ One solution to this problem mentioned by Baron is to
provide respondents with expert opinions regarding which dimensions should be

Ž .considered in assessing a value for an object see DeKay and McClelland, 1996 .

3.1.3. Inappropriate decision frames. A second class of faults at the problem repre-
sentation stage is using an inappropriate representation. For example, a person
may use an inappropriate analogy in generating a representation. One type of
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inappropriate problem representation is from the perspective of the decision
Ž .maker himself or herself; that is, a person may construct a preference answer for

a different problem than that which he or she would endorse upon reflection.
Inappropriate can also mean that a person is using a different frame than that
intended by the researcher, i.e., the problem of scenario misspecification. More
generally, use of a frame different from that intended by the researcher is a critical
problem in any form of attitude research.

As an example, individuals sometimes use the analogy of charitable giving in
Ž .constructing an answer to a contingent valuation task Schkade and Payne, 1994 .

As a result, the WTP amounts that are expressed are often similar to the amounts
given by the respondent to charities, e.g., $25 or $50 for a ‘‘worthwhile’’ cause.
Clearly, the retrieval and use of a response to a situation perceived to be similar
can be an efficient solution to a difficult problem. However, there can be costs
associated with such solutions. For example, in solving a decision problem through
the use of analogies, respondents may not be properly sensitive to important

Žcharacteristics of the good being valued, e.g., the quantity of the good Baron and
.Greene, 1996 . Also, as noted earlier, once a mental model has been retrieved that

Žseems to work for the task at hand, people may not consider alternatives Legrenzi,
.Girotto, and Johnson-Laird, 1993 and therefore not appreciate what is omitted

from the particular problem representation that they are using.

Ž .3.1.4. Remedies for inappropriate decision frames. Mitchell and Carson 1989 sug-
gest that the use of inappropriate representations can be minimized in a contingent
valuation study by an intensive program of questionnaire development, including
the use of focus groups. In their words, ‘‘if the study is well designed and carefully
pre-tested, the respondents’ answers to the valuation questions should represent

Ž .valid WTP responses’’ p. 3 .
We believe that in addition to careful pre-testing, manipulation checks should be

used to confirm the representation respondents are using. In fact, we feel that one
obvious property of a well-designed preference measurement process is the use of
manipulation checks to ensure that the information presented was understood by
the respondent in sufficient detail to have confidence in his or her responses.

Ž .Fischhoff et al. 1993 provide an example of the manipulation checks used in
answering questions about the value of cleaning up rivers near Pittsburgh. Unfor-

Ž .tunately, as noted by Fischhoff et al. 1993 , the use of manipulation checks is not
as common as it should be among valuation researchers. We argue that a minimum
standard for a building code dealing with the measurement of preferences should

Žbe the use of manipulation checks for a discussion of probing procedures devel-
.oped by survey researchers, see DeMaio and Rothgeb, 1996 .

Other methods for probing respondents’ thought processes can also be useful as
manipulation checks. For example, the researcher can take a verbal protocol from

Žthe respondent during the construction of a preference e.g., Schkade and Payne,
.1994 . The reasoning processes used by the respondent can then be checked to see

if the respondent was answering the question as the researcher understood it.
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3.2. Information acquisition and interpretation

In most situations of importance to an individual, a great deal of information may
be available from many sources. Some of these sources are external to the

Žindividual e.g., catalogues and brochures, special magazine issues, guidebooks, or
.opinions from friends for a college choice , and some information is internal, in the

individual’s memory. Once acquired, information is then interpreted in light of the
representation that has been adopted for the decision task. One key component of
this interpretation is the coding of potential outcome information in terms of a
gain or loss relative to some reference value.

Even though a great deal of information may be available, human processing
limitations require selectivity. That is, only a subset of the available information
will be examined. Aspects of the individual’s information environment can influ-
ence selectivity by affecting the salience of various pieces of information. For
example, the organization of an information display can make some piece of

Žinformation either more salient or easier to process e.g., Bettman, Payne, and
.Staelin, 1986; Kleinmuntz and Schkade, 1993; Russo, 1977 . There is a general

Ž .‘‘concreteness principle’’ in information acquisition Slovic, 1972 : people will tend
to use only explicitly displayed information and will use it untransformed from the
form in which it is displayed. A related point is that respondents may use

Žconversational norms to infer that the information presented and not other,
. Ž .unmentioned information is the appropriate focus Schwarz, 1996 . Thus, individu-

als will of necessity be selective; the important issue is how the individual chooses
to be selective.

We have stated above that a well-constructed preference should be based upon
thorough consideration of the range of information most critical to the individual.
Two of the major faults at the information acquisition and interpretation stage that
impede attaining this objective are inappropriate selectivity and lack of information
comprehension.

3.2.1. Inappropriate selecti©ity. Selective acquisition of information is related to the
focusing phenomenon in constructing mental representations of problems, and
therefore many of the faults of these two stages are similar. Thus, one of the major
faults of the information acquisition stage is that individuals are too selective and
do not acquire and consider enough relevant information. This problem can be

Žcompounded by the fact that the information that is most salient the focus of
.attention in a task environment can be uncorrelated or even negatively correlated

with the diagnosticity or importance of the information for the individual’s goals.
Of course, it is also possible that individuals may seek to examine too much
information, while not paying enough attention to the subset of information that is
most important. A similar problem can occur when a decision maker is overloaded
with too much information.
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3.2.2. Remedies for inappropriate selecti©ity. One approach for generating well-con-
structed preferences, therefore, is to give people high quality information to be
used in constructing a preference. For example, many CV researchers argue for the
use of in-person interviews, at least in part because it is easier to convey a good
deal of high quality information, such as pictures and other visual aids, in such

Ž .interviews. Urban et al. 1997 have also emphasized the use of various multimedia
tools to accelerate the learning of preferences about novel products through
extensive, and hopefully more realistic, information provision.

Ž .However, as noted by Fischhoff and Furby 1988 , the provision of information is
not as straightforward a task as might be imagined. Although one does not want to
leave out important information from the description of the valuation problem
given to a respondent, providing all the relevant information for a valuation task
can be a formidable task in itself. For example, Fischhoff and Furby give a
checklist of the many components of a contingent valuation task that may need to
be explained to the respondent in order for the respondent to generate a well-de-
fined preference. As noted above, it is also clearly possible to overload the
respondent with too much information; consequently, comprehension may be
affected and various simplifying heuristics may be used as a way to deal with the

Ž .stress caused by the information load Payne, 1976 . As noted below, we generally
need to provide cognitive reasoning tools to help individuals cope with such
information load problems.

Given the tension between providing too much information and too little, it is
important to consider how one might make information easier to process so that
individuals are more likely to examine the information most critical to them. There
is a good deal of research suggesting that careful design of information display
formats can be extremely useful. A classic example of such an information format

Ž .effect is Russo’s 1977 demonstration that the use of unit price information by
consumers was affected by simple changes in how information was made available

Žto the consumer by presenting unit prices ranked in a list instead of on individual
.shelf tags . Guidelines also have been developed for such tasks as providing

Ž .warnings on product labels e.g. Bettman, Payne, and Staelin, 1986 .

3.2.3. Lack of information comprehension. A second major fault at the information
acquisition and interpretation stage is that individuals simply may not comprehend
the information available or comprehend it in ways not intended by the researcher.
Comprehension failures can be due to confusing presentation, lack of knowledge,

Ž .or other factors Fischhoff, Welch, and Frederick, 1999 . For example, Hsee et al.
Ž .1999 review a growing body of research demonstrating that it is more difficult for
individuals to evaluate the desirability of values on some attributes than on others.
Hsee et al. also make clear that a more difficult to evaluate attribute will be given
less weight when options are evaluated separately than when these options are
evaluated jointly, which can lead to preference reversals. More generally, if the
individual does not understand the object of the preference assessment, then we

Ž .cannot expect meaningful responses Fischhoff et al., 1993 .
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3.2.4. Remedies for lack of information comprehension. We can attempt to ensure
that individuals understand the information presented by using manipulation
checks and by attempting to make the meaning of the information clear. As
stressed earlier, one feature of a well-designed preference measurement process
for design purposes should be the use of manipulation checks to ensure that the
information presented was understood by the respondent in sufficient detail to
have confidence in his or her responses.

Selective attention and comprehension faults due to information format also can
be avoided by making the formats of the information as comparable as possible
Ž .e.g., using a common format to the extent possible and by making the meaning of
the information as clear as possible. In addition, decision analysts often attempt to
make information more easily interpretable by explicitly presenting range informa-
tion, such as mileage ranges for cars. They often do this by using a common scale
such as 0 to 100 for the values of various attributes and anchoring the endpoints of

Ž . Ž .the scales for each attribute by the worst 0 and best 100 attribute values
provided by the alternatives in the choice set. Thus, the car in a choice set offering

Ž .the best gas mileage e.g., 30 MPG would be given a value of 100, while the car
Ž .offering the poorest gas mileage e.g., 14 MPG would be given a value of 0. The

use of both absolute scale information, i.e., MPG numbers, and relative scale
Ž .information 0 to 100 in combination may help in interpreting attribute informa-

tion. The use of meaningful endpoints for scales also helps in the expression stage
of preference construction, discussed below.

3.3. Information combination

How people combine information and make tradeoffs has been a focal point of
research on preferences. For many, this stage is the heart of the preferential
decision making process. It is in making tradeoffs between more of one thing and
less of another that one’s values are most often revealed to oneself and to outside

Ž .observers; according to Freeman 1993 , the tradeoff ratios between pairs of goods
that matter to people are at the core of the economist’s concept of value. Many
have argued that making tradeoffs is a crucial aspect of high-quality, rational

Ž .decision making e.g., Frisch and Clemen, 1994 .
It is clear that people do make tradeoffs. Much of market research, for example,

has been aimed at measuring tradeoffs using a variety of techniques such as
Ž .conjoint analysis e.g., Green and Srinivasan, 1990 and direct methods for assess-

Ž .ing exchange rates between attributes e.g., Aaker, 1991 . Similarly, asking people
Žto make tradeoffs explicitly is a key part of decision analysis techniques e.g.,

.Clemen, 1996 . However, the major fault of the information combination stage is
that decision makers often avoid making explicit tradeoffs, relying instead on an
array of non-compensatory decision heuristics.
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3.3.1. Tradeoff a©oidance. The avoidance of tradeoffs by individuals is reflected in
behaviors such as the selection of the status quo option, the expression of a
‘‘protest’’ zero in CV studies, delaying choice, or selection based on choice set

Ž .context, violating menu-independence Luce, 1998 . As noted above, the major
fault of the information combination stage clearly is avoidance of tradeoffs.

Decision makers may avoid tradeoffs for several reasons. One explanation for
tradeoff avoidance is simply that making tradeoffs is a cognitively demanding task

Ž .that people will try to minimize Payne, Bettman, and Johnson, 1993 . Thus, one
observes frequent use of decision heuristics that emphasize comparing alternatives

Ž . Žon just one or a few attributes as tasks become more complex i.e., lexicographic-
.type heuristics; Payne, 1976 .

Another explanation is that tradeoffs can be difficult for emotional as well as
Ž .cognitive reasons Hogarth, 1987; Luce, Payne and Bettman, 1999 . It can be

emotionally trying to think about giving up something one values. Values that
people are relatively unwilling to trade off have been called ‘‘protected’’ values
Ž .Baron and Spranca, 1997 , and decisions involving such difficult tradeoffs have

Ž . Ž .termed ‘‘cruel choices’’ Russell, 1990 . Keeney 1996 suggests that public policy
decision-makers ‘‘rarely’’ make explicit tradeoffs between costs and the non-eco-
nomic impacts of programs.

3.3.2. Remedies for tradeoff a©oidance. We believe that multiple approaches should
be used to help individuals make explicit tradeoffs. Because thinking about
tradeoffs is difficult for people, providing more information may be necessary, but
not sufficient, for helping people think more deeply about their tradeoffs. As a
general building code principle, we suggest that providing cognitive tools can help a
respondent think about tradeoffs.

Some simple cognitive techniques for improving the making of tradeoffs have
already been mentioned. For instance, expanding the set of options and thinking in
terms of two or more alternatives helps people to appreciate that every option is
likely to have some advantages and disadvantages. However, there are even more
sophisticated thinking tools to facilitate making explicit tradeoffs, such as multiat-

Ž .tribute utility analysis MAUA and judgment policy analysis.
Thinking tools like MAUA incorporate ways to avoid, or at least minimize, some

of the more common faults in thinking about tradeoffs. For example, one of the
most important errors identified by decision analysts is the failure to consider an
adequate range of levels for particular attributes when deciding tradeoffs. A simple
technique for helping people to do a better job of considering attribute ranges is
the assessment of swing weights. Typically, the respondent compares alternatives

Žthat ‘‘swing’’ between the worst and best levels represented in the given or
.plausible set of alternatives for each attribute and assesses the extent to which the

swings in each attribute contribute to overall value differences.
Another feature or characteristic of thinking aids for the making of tradeoffs is

the decomposition of complex value judgments into a series of less complex
judgments. A simple model like the additive model of preferences is then used to
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combine the simpler judgments into an overall valuation. Consistent with the idea
that cognitive capacity constraints are a source of error in value construction,
decomposing a complex judgment into a series of smaller judgments and then

Žcombining those judgments mechanically can improve judgment performance see
.Jako and Murphy, 1990; Kleinmuntz, 1990; Einhorn, 1972 .

Other thinking tools are available that may help in the construction of prefer-
Žences through improving attribute weighting. Social judgment theory Hammond et

.al., 1975 , for instance, provides feedback to an individual about his or her
judgment policy and the relative weights apparently placed on various attributes of
value. The individual can then use that knowledge to decide how much, if at all, to

Ž .change the weighting of attributes. Harris, Tinsley, and Donnelly 1988 discuss
how judgment policy analysis might be applied to the valuation of natural re-
sources.

However, as noted above, tradeoffs may be avoided for emotional as well as
cognitive reasons. Even providing cognitive tools may not be sufficient to overcome
individuals’ emotional and moral reasons for avoidance. Therefore, an important
area for future research is understanding the emotional costs of making tradeoffs
and developing techniques which help to both alleviate such costs and encourage
reasoned tradeoffs. For example, one advantage of the judgment, feedback, learn,
and respond procedure of judgment policy analysis is that it might help overcome
the emotional reaction to making even more explicit tradeoffs, although this needs
to be investigated.

3.4. Expression or mapping of preferences

The essence of the expression or mapping stage is that an individual must take an
internal preferential response and express that response using some specified

Ž .response mode e.g., a choice or a scale . However, even when a person has in mind
a well-constructed preference, it is not always the case that he or she will be able to

Ž .translate that preference or value easily and without error bias into the response
Ž .called for in a valuation task Kahneman, Ritov, and Schkade, 1999 . The outcome

of the expression or mapping stage should be a response that best reflects the
individuals’ values and is free of inconsistencies. Two major faults that hinder
reaching this goal are influences of scale compatibility and biases in scale usage.

3.4.1. Influences of scale compatibility. One major fault at the preference expression
stage is the influence of scale compatibility. Expressions of preference are likely to
be overly influenced by the compatibility between an attribute of the stimulus and
the response scale or mode. For example, the weight of an attribute whose values
are expressed in monetary terms is generally enhanced if the required response is

Ž .also in monetary terms Tversky, Sattath, and Slovic, 1988 . Similarly, Gregory et al.
Ž .1993 have suggested that although a person may hold a strong value for an
environmental resource, that value is unlikely to be represented in memory in
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dollar terms. Consequently, in attempting to translate such a value into a monetary
equivalent, the person may exhibit systematic errors.

3.4.2. Remedies for influences of scale compatibility. We can attempt to overcome
scale compatibility effects via triangulation of responses. When the goal of prefer-
ence measurement is design, one important building code principle is that a
preference question should not be asked in just one way; instead, questions about
values that are likely to be the result of a constructive process should be asked in

Žmultiple ways see Huber et al., 1993 for evidence of the effectiveness of such an
.approach . Differences in responses to different but strategically equivalent forms

of a value question provide insight into the extent to which the expressed prefer-
ence is constructed. In addition, one can then ask the respondent to consider the
inconsistencies implied by his or her responses. Thus, lability of responses can
provide an opportunity for the decision maker to think carefully about the

Žinconsistencies and thereby gain greater insight into the decision von Winterfeldt
.and Edwards, 1986 . A related point is that asking for multiple types of responses

allows different task orders; as suggested by a reviewer, different task orders
should in fact be used and any resultant order effects can be used as a source of
insight into the construction process.

3.4.3. Biases in scale usage. A second set of expression or mapping faults is due to a
number of classic psychophysical phenomena. For example, there are biases such
as the tendency to use the center of the scale. It is also likely that any response
scale will suffer from anchoring effects. Finally, scale use is affected by the
meaningfulness of the scale’s labels. If scale labels are vague and do not provide a
context for the evaluation, expressed preferences may have little stability. For
example, in a study that has implications for an area of debate in public policy,

Ž .Kahneman, Schkade, and Sunstein 1998 have shown that unpredictability in
punitive damage awards may result from the difficulty that people have in mapping
their preference for the degree of severity of punishment onto an unbounded
dollar scale. This difficulty can be traced to the well-known difficulties people have
with magnitude estimation scales in psychophysics. Kahneman, Ritov, and Schkade
Ž .1999 provide further discussion of psychophysical phenomena related to valuation
tasks.

3.4.4. Remedies for biases in scale usage. A general principle of our proposed
building code for the measurement of preferences is that it is better to be explicit
about anchors rather than leave the anchors implicit; this helps avoid large
individual differences in the implicit anchors used by respondents. Scale usage and
the ease of interpretation of a scale can also be improved by using meaningful
anchors. For instance, it is recommended in performance appraisal that scales be
behaviorally anchored. That is, rather than simply using the term ‘‘excellent’’ on a
performance rating scale, one would provide an explicit example of excellent task
performance, e.g., responding to a customer’s service complaint.
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There also may be times when it is better to use a less sensitive, but more robust,
Ž .response scale. Kahneman, Schkade, and Sunstein 1998 have suggested that one

solution for the problem of unpredictability in punitive damage awards is for jurors
Žto use a less sensitive category-type scale e.g., a seven category scale ranging from

.no punishment to extremely severe punishment on which jurors can make more
reliable and robust judgments. Those responses might then be converted into
punitive damage amounts using a formula. This suggestion of Kahneman et al. is
consistent with the general building code principle of only asking people to do

Ž .those things that they can do well Norman, 1988 .

3.5. A more prominent role for sensitï ity analysis

A final suggestion for better measurement cuts across the various stages of the
preference construction process. Sensitivity analysis provides insight into the ro-
bustness of a decision to changes in the parameters and values used to define it. In
our experience, one of the major factors in the increasing use of decision aiding
techniques to solve real-world problems has been the ability of computer-based
decision support tools to easily do, and display, the results of sensitivity analyses.
The presence of an irreducible arbitrariness in measured preferences makes
sensitivity analysis an essential tool in the construction of a defensible expression
of value, particularly when the value is going to be used as an input for the design
and selection of a public policy option.

Typically, sensitivity analysis is done after the problem structuring and valuation
stages of a decision. However, given that expressed values may be constructed, we
propose that in some cases it may be useful to start the analysis of a decision with a
sensitivity analysis. For example, in looking for public values to be used as inputs
into a policy decision about environmental protection levels, the decision maker
might start by asking under what values a decision would shift. If the value of a
natural resource must be above $X in order to warrant the cost of some action to
improve or protect the environment, then the decision maker might use that
knowledge to directly ask whether the constructed value is likely to be above or
below $X. Of course, there is a danger that the values assessment could be directed
by the decision maker to either support or not support an expression of value
greater or less than $X; however, we suggest that the danger can be ameliorated by
making the assessment process as explicit as possible and by including other
anchors that are above or below $X.

Until now, when reviewing construction faults and possible remedies for those
faults, we have emphasized situations in which the goal of the measurement task is
to design or select a future course of action, particularly in the public domain.
When the task is to predict rather than design preferences, another set of
construction guidelines is called for, presented next.
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4. Measuring preferences for prediction: context matching of
information environments

When the goal of measurement is prediction, the ‘‘quality’’ of the measurement is
determined by how well the measured preference corresponds to preferential

Ž .behaviors of interest e.g., buying a product . The basic building code principle for
achieving such correspondence is context matching. That is, one attempts to match

Ž .the task environment the context presented to the respondent for purposes of
preference measurement as closely as possible to the task environment that the
decision maker will actually face. In implementing context matching, the analyst
attempts to determine the relevant factors that might influence preferences in the
individual’s environment and then matches the values of those factors in the

Žmeasurement environment Simmons, Bickart, and Lynch, 1993; Wright and
.Kriewall, 1980 . For example, we now know from behavioral decision research that

such factors as the response mode, the number of options and attributes, time
Žpressure, information display, the context provided by competing options choice

. Ž .set , and others can affect choices Payne, Bettman, and Johnson, 1992 . The
environment in which preferences are elicited should attempt to approximate the
individual’s environment on all these factors, particularly if the individual has little
familiarity with the decision. The predictive validity of the preference data supplied
by a respondent depends crucially on his or her constructing the same preference
during the staged measurement episode as he or she will when coming to grips with

Ž Ž .the real choice Wright and Weitz, 1977; see also Marder 1997 for a similar idea,
.the congruence principle . In sum, the measurement situation should attempt to

mimic to the extent possible the major factors that affect how people deal with the
actual decision problems that are the predictive focus.

Context matching thus demands a thorough knowledge of the properties of
choice environments, which requires a fairly complete task analysis of the situa-
tions an individual will face when making the actual marketplace or public policy

Ž Ž .choice. This may not be an easy task to accomplish see Huber 1997 , however, for
an attempt to relate properties of market environments to properties of evaluation

.tasks . First, individuals may not have detailed knowledge of the situations for
Ž .which they are predicting Fischhoff, 1991 . In addition, in some cases factors may

Ždiffer systematically across choice environments e.g., the set of available options
.may vary . In that case, measurements may need to be taken for each of the major

variants of the choice environment and then aggregated based upon the relative
frequency of those variants. This will be more difficult to the extent that these
variants change over time and hence must also be predicted. Finally, it may be
virtually impossible to match on all aspects of the environment. How can we
determine which dimensions are most important to match on? As noted above,
behavioral decision research has provided evidence for a set of plausible candidate

Ž .properties e.g., response mode ; perhaps effect sizes from this prior research could
be used as broad guidelines for selecting the most critical aspect of the environ-
ment on which to match.
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5. Discussion

Ž .Fischhoff 1997 notes that psychology ‘‘is still grappling with how to handle
Ž .situations in which people might not know what they want’’ p. 209 . We would

extend that view and say that researchers interested in the measurement of
preferences are grappling with what it means to measure values in a world of
constructed preferences. The purpose of this paper is to begin a dialogue that will
hopefully lead to agreement on at least some elements of a building code for the
measurement of preferences. We believe that enough research now exists to
identify some common ‘‘faults’’ in the construction of preferences that can, and
should be, addressed. As noted above, many of our suggestions for addressing
preference construction faults involve the provision of tools as well as information
Ž .i.e., the materials for thinking about values. Our suggestions also involve greater
effort devoted to the measurement of preferences, with a focus on doing more
tasks with fewer respondents. In the next section we consider the conditions under
which such efforts should be undertaken.

5.1. When is a building code needed?

Given that our guidelines often involve substantial effort on the part of respon-
dents, it is important to consider when such guidelines are necessary. Just as
housing construction codes often vary depending upon the type or purpose of a

Ž .building e.g., whether for a high-rise office, a residence, a school, or a hospital
Ž .and the location of the building e.g., whether the area is prone to earthquakes , we

believe that the application of our building code should be contingent on charac-
teristics of the measurement situation. In particular, we believe that the building
code should be applied when preferences are more likely to be constructive and to
the degree that the decision for which the preferences are relevant is more critical
or important. We consider each of these two aspects of a measurement situation
next.

5.1.1. When are preferences likely to be constructed? Clearly not all expressions of
preference are constructed at the time the valuation question is asked. There are
occasions when the expression of values reflects a reference to a well-defined value
in memory. For example, for the first two authors of this paper, asking for the
name of their favorite college basketball team would yield a quick preferential
response from memory, i.e., Duke. In Bayesian terms, there are times when
individuals have strong priors.

Ž .Fischhoff, Slovic, and Lichtenstein 1980 , argue that ‘‘people are most likely to
have clear preferences regarding issues that are familiar, simple, and directly

Ž .experienced’’ p. 118 . Experience allows a person to obtain feedback on the
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outcomes of prior judgments and choices and thus to learn preferences. In the field
of attitude research, clear preferences have been called ‘‘crystallized’’ values
Ž .Schuman and Presser, 1981 . Crystallized values are more likely when a person has
had the opportunity to think about andror obtain experience with a good prior to

Ž .being asked a valuation question Irwin et al., 1990 . Thus, when the objects to be
valued are ones with which the respondent is familiar and has directly experienced,
the common assumptions of economics are more likely to be justified, i.e., prefer-
ences exist to be uncovered.6

However, even if a preference is stored in memory, it may not always be
retrieved; thus, preferences may be partially constructed even when there has been
prior experience. The likelihood that a particular prior preference or value will be

Ž . Žretrieved from memory is a positive function of a the accessibility in memory i.e.,
. Ž .ease of retrieval of the prior valuation and b the perceived diagnosticity of the
Žprior valuation i.e., the perceived degree to which that prior value aids the person

.in achieving his or her goals . On the other hand, the probability of a particular
Ž . Ž .value’s being retrieved will be a negative function of the c accessibility and d

Ž .diagnosticity of alternative values available in memory Feldman and Lynch, 1988 .
Accessibility can be influenced by a variety of factors, including various priming

Žeffects, information format, prior usage of the information, and so on e.g., Alba
.and Chattopadhyay, 1985; Simmons, Bickart, and Lynch, 1993 .

When the object to be valued has any novelty or complexity, e.g., valuing a
change in an environmental resource, a retrieved value or preference may simply
serve as a starting point or anchor for a more elaborate inferential process in which

Ž .existing values are related to the problem at hand Fischhoff and Furby, 1988 . The
more the valuation exercise requires inferences to be drawn from past situations to

Ža current problem and the more unfamiliar the terms and issues e.g., the
.sustainability of an ecological system , the more the expression of preference is

likely to reflect a constructive process. Also, the greater the conflict among existing
values that might exist, e.g., environmental protection versus economic develop-
ment, the greater the uncertainties about the future, and larger the number of
options to be considered, the more the expression of preferences is likely to reflect
a constructive process. Thus, expressed preferences are likely to be constructed in
a wide variety of situations.

5.1.2. When does a decision problem warrant use of the guidelines? We have only
begun to examine how the building code guidelines should vary according to
properties of the measurement situation, e.g., the purpose of the valuation exer-
cise. We have characterized the differences between the measurement of prefer-
ences for the two different purposes of decision design and prediction. However, as
suggested in several places in this paper, one might also want different ‘‘building
code’’ guidelines for different situations involving decision design. Obviously, one
would want to make more extensive use of the guidelines the more important the
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decision. One might also want to use the guidelines more extensively the greater
the degree to which the expression of preference by one individual might impact
the consequences experienced by another. The problem of the EPA administrator
clearly fits into the category of situations in which we think a more complete
building code approach is needed. The characterization of when the guidelines
should be used to a greater or lesser extent is a major topic for future research.

One final issue to be addressed is which guidelines are the most critical to
implement when a decision to use the building code has been made. We believe
that the following guidelines are the most critical: ensuring consideration of
multiple decision frames and options, using manipulation checks to ensure under-
standing, encouraging explicit tradeoffs, use of more than one response mode, and
the use of sensitivity analysis.

In the next section we consider a learning perspective on the construction of
preferences that presents another view of the guidelines. Then we provide some
words of caution for using the building code.

5.2. A learning perspectï e on the construction of preferences

One way to view the construction of preferences is from a learning perspective.
That is, one could view the construction of a preference as a process by which a

Ž Ž .decision maker comes to ‘‘learn’’ his or her value for an object see Plott 1996 for
.a somewhat similar view . From such a perspective, a building code guideline can

be seen as a method to encourage more effective learning. For example, facilitating
Ž .explicit tradeoffs through the use of matching tasks Tversky et al., 1988 can be
Ž .viewed as a method for encouraging people to think learn about values through

the making of tradeoffs. Similarly, the use of multimedia tools to provide complex
Ž .information e.g., Urban et al., 1997 is a way to accelerate the learning of

preferences. Finally, we argue that helping people learn and consider the distinc-
tion between means and fundamental objectives is a critical learning step in the
construction of a well-formed preference. However, the contingencies of decision
making make clear that the learning of preferences can be highly path-dependent,
i.e., what is learned can depend on initial anchor values. Further, convergence on a
preference may, at best, be a slow process. Thus, the building code guidelines
suggested above represent suggestions for helping people to follow better and
perhaps quicker paths in learning their preferences.

5.3. Words of caution

A number of cautions need to be expressed. First, we are sensitive to the danger of
overreaching when one talks about differentially treating better and more poorly
constructed preferences. However, we argue that the more that measured prefer-
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ences are to play a role in an important decision, e.g., a public policy decision, the
greater the weight that should be given to the better constructed preferences. As
noted earlier in the paper, we make this argument cognizant that there are
situations in which an individual’s preferences must be given weight, no matter how
poorly constructed they may be.

A related point is that some of the suggestions for improving preference
measurement appear paternalistic. We do not intend to imply that the analyst
should impose values on the individual. Nevertheless, we believe that providing
procedures and tools that help individuals discover their own preferences is in the
best interests of those individuals, even through this may also influence those
preferences. A reviewer made the cogent and related point that the influence of
the measurement process on values may be subtle enough that it does not arouse
respondents’ defenses and hence may lead to ‘‘persuading’’ the respondents.

Second, not all examples of contingencies in decision making should necessarily
be viewed as faults in the construction of preferences. For instance, coding an
outcome as a gain or a loss relative to a particular reference value may reflect how
that outcome in fact will be experienced by the decision maker and hence need not
be a fault. Again, however, we argue that clarity in the use of a reference value
should be a principle of a building code for preference measurement.

Third, to the extent that a measured preference today is really a prediction about
a future preference, there is some research suggesting that people often get it

Žwrong when predicting future preferences Kahneman, 1994; Huber et al., 1997;
.Loewenstein and Schkade, 1998 . People fail to fully appreciate, for example, the

impact of adaptation on the experience of outcomes over time. One implication of
a more dynamic view of preferences is that the closer the measurement of
preferences is to the likely consumption experience the better. Another implication
is that special instructions may be needed to help make the salience of time

Ž .intervals greater e.g., Read and Loewenstein, 1995 . More generally, the guide-
lines for what constitutes a well-constructed preference may need to be modified
when preferences develop substantially over time and people have great deficien-
cies in their ability to predict how future outcomes will be experienced.

Fourth, one reviewer expressed a caution about ‘‘protected’’ values or prefer-
Ž .ences Baron and Spranca, 1997 . Is it appropriate to even try to cause people to

rethink such values during a design process? We argue that the importance of
considering explicit tradeoffs must be very carefully weighed against the possible
emotional costs that may be incurred by the respondent. We suspect that in at least
some cases the benefits from making the tradeoffs will in fact outweigh these
emotional costs.

Finally, we have suggested a number of ways in which preferences might be
better constructed. Each of the suggested methods for improvement has a founda-
tion in the research on human judgment and choice; however, some of the
suggested methods reflect much more research than do others. Thus, there is much
need for research that would verify that the methods we suggest for improving the
construction of preferences are in fact likely to lead to better expressions of values.
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6. Conclusion

We argue that there is a need for a ‘‘building code’’ for preference measurement in
a world in which many expressions of preference are constructed by people at the
time they are asked a valuation question. As in the case of the historical develop-
ment of building codes, much of the impetus for a building code for constructed
preferences comes from an awareness of faults in the processes typically used in
preference construction. We have sought to begin the development of a building
code for preference measurement by identifying some principles and techniques
for preference construction and measurement that should mitigate some of the
most common and important construction faults. Many of our suggestions for
addressing preference construction faults build on the work of others and involve
the provision of tools for thinking about values as well as providing information
Ž .i.e., the materials for thinking about a given expression of preference. This
reflects our belief that many construction faults and associated difficulties in the
measurement of preferences are frequently due to cognitive limitations interacting
with novel and complex task demands. We have also tried to begin a discussion of
how a building code’s guidelines should vary as a function of the purposes of the
valuation exercise. Clearly, an architectural, constructive view of expressed prefer-
ences requires a fundamentally different approach to the measurement of prefer-
ences than that which is implied by an archaeological, well-defined existing
preferences view.
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Notes

1. The notion of constructed preferences is consistent with the ‘‘philosophy of basic values,’’ which
holds that people lack well-differentiated values for all but the most familiar evaluation tasks. The
notion of well-defined preferences, on the other hand, is consistent with the ‘‘philosophy of

Ž .articulated values,’’ which assumes that people have values for all most valuation questions and the
Ž .trick is just to ask the question in the right way Fischhoff, 1991 .

Ž .2. Lucas 1986, p. S402 has argued that economists tend ‘‘to focus on situations in which the agent can
be expected to ‘know’ or to have learned the consequences of different actions so that his observed

Ž .choices reveal stable features of his underlying preferences.’’ In a similar vein, Plott 1996 has
argued that individuals have a consistent set of preferences but that such preferences only become

Ž .known to the individual are ‘‘discovered’’ through thought and experience.
Ž .3. See Sen 1997 for a different but related discussion of how preferences are sensitive to choice

processes and the goals evoked by those processes.
4. Clearly there are situations in which an individual’s preferences must be given weight no matter how

Ž .poorly constructed they may be. There are sometimes ‘‘rights’’ to preferences; see Sunstein 1990 for
a further discussion of this point.
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5. Other properties of a well-constructed preference might include such things as high levels of
Ž .test-retest reliability stability ; however, as noted by one reviewer, stability may result from the

repeated use of similar information and processes in the construction process, and should not be
Žtaken as a sufficient indicator of the retrieval of a well-defined preference see Sudman, Bradburn,

Ž . .and Schwartz, 1996 for a related discussion .
Ž6. However, even such crystallized values can still be subject to task and context effects Krosnick and

.Schuman, 1988 . For a further discussion of such effects, see Kahneman, Schkade, and Sunstein
Ž .1998 .
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